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Psychology 5741 (Neuroscience)
SAS Output for Repeated Measures

Backgound:
This example is based on results from Bob Spencer’s lab (Spencer et al., 1998)

examining the effects of mineralocorticoid and glucocorticoid receptors in mediating the
activity of the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal (HPA) axis.

Rats were administered either a mineralicorticoid receptor antagonist (RU28318)
or vehicle and five minutes later placed into a plexiglass tube that prohibited movement
(a traditional measure of restraint that produces stress in the animals).  Animals were
removed from the restraint after one hour.  Venous blood samples were taken as soon as
the animals were placed into the restraint (time 0) and at 30, 60, and 120 minutes after
initial restraint.
Reference:  Spencer, R.L., Kim, P.J., Kalman, B.A., & Cole, M.A. (1998).  Evidence for
mileralocorticoid receptor facilitation of glucocorticoid receptor-dependent regulation of
hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal axis activity.  Endocrinology, 139, 2718-2726.

The first task is to examine the descriptive data and give a table of (or a figure of)
the means.  The SAS statements are:

PROC SORT DATA=RU28318;
BY drug;

RUN;
PROC MEANS DATA=RU28318;

BY drug;
VAR time0 time30 time60 tiem120;

RUN;

The output of PROC MEANS is given below and a figure of the data is given on the next
page.

RU28318 data - repeated measures with polynomial

drug=RU28318

The MEANS Procedure

Variable     N            Mean         Std Dev         Minimum         Maximum

time0       12      15.7916667       3.9730314       9.4700000      20.3800000
time30      12      19.7175000       4.6166322       9.4900000      25.2700000
time60      12      17.5200000       3.0381035      12.0800000      22.2900000
time120     12      16.2241667       4.0031634       9.6900000      23.1800000

drug=Vehicle

Variable     N            Mean         Std Dev         Minimum         Maximum

time0       12      11.1258333       3.0354435       5.5600000      15.8000000
time30      12      18.7291667       3.3977010      12.8600000      24.1900000
time60      12      19.8741667       3.5598250      13.7500000      27.0300000
time120     12       9.6991667       3.3801384       4.5700000      15.1400000
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Figure 1.  Raw values of corticosterone 0, 30, 60, and 120 minutes after restraint in rats
given RU28318 (open circles) or vehicle (Solid circles).  Means for each group are joined
by lines and bars denote one standard error of the mean.
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Next we want to do a repeated measures analysis of variance.  Here, drug is the
independent variable (often called a “between subjects factor” in repeated measures) and
the four dependent variables are time0, time30, time60, and time120.  To inform SAS
that a repeated measures analysis should be performed, it is necessary to give a
REPEATED statement.  The syntax of the repeated statement is:

REPEATED <name-of-repeated-measures-factor>   <number of levels>
                     <transformation>   /   <options>;

The SAS statements to perform the analysis are:

PROC GLM DATA=RU28318;
CLASS drug;
MODEL time0 time30 time60 time120 = drug;
REPEATED time 4 (0 30 60 120) POLYNOMIAL / PRINTE SUMMARY;

RUN;

Let us parse the REPEATED statement.  Here, the repeated measures factor is
called “time” and it has 4 levels.  The actual name for the repeated measures factor is
arbitrary; it could just as well have been called “minutes.”  The numbers in parentheses
and POLYNOMIAL request a polynomial transform of the four dependent variables.
The numbers in parentheses inform SAS that the spacing between the four time variables
is not equal and give the metric for the spacing.  (If the dependent variables had equal
time intervals, then the parenthesis and the numbers are not required.)  The polynomial
transformation creates three new variables from the four dependent variables.  The first is
a linear effect of time; the second, a quadratic effect; and the third, a cubic effect.

Two options are given.  It is recommended that you always use these two options
when performing a repeated measures analysis with SAS.  The first option (PRINTE)
request that several matrices be printed along with tests so check whether the
assumptions of the repeated measures analysis are met.  The second option
(SUMMARY) prints the results for the three transformed variables (i.e., the linear,
quadratic and cubic effect of time).

Output from this procedure is given below.  It begins with an analysis of variance
for each of the four dependent variables listed in the MODEL statement.

RU28318 data - repeated measures with polynomial transformation                      1

The GLM Procedure

        Class Level Information

Class         Levels    Values

drug               2    RU28318 Vehicle

Number of observations    24
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The GLM Procedure

Dependent Variable: time0

                                        Sum of
Source                      DF         Squares     Mean Square    F Value    Pr > F
Model                        1     130.6200042     130.6200042      10.45    0.0038
Error                       22     274.9878583      12.4994481
Corrected Total             23     405.6078625

R-Square     Coeff Var      Root MSE    time0 Mean
0.322035      26.26883      3.535456      13.45875

Source                      DF       Type I SS     Mean Square    F Value    Pr > F
drug                         1     130.6200042     130.6200042      10.45    0.0038

Source                      DF     Type III SS     Mean Square    F Value    Pr > F
drug                         1     130.6200042     130.6200042      10.45    0.0038
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The GLM Procedure

Dependent Variable: time30

                                        Sum of
Source                      DF         Squares     Mean Square    F Value    Pr > F
Model                        1       5.8608167       5.8608167       0.36    0.5564
Error                       22     361.4343167      16.4288326
Corrected Total             23     367.2951333

R-Square     Coeff Var      Root MSE    time30 Mean
0.015957      21.08505      4.053250       19.22333

Source                      DF       Type I SS     Mean Square    F Value    Pr > F
drug                         1      5.86081667      5.86081667       0.36    0.5564

Source                      DF     Type III SS     Mean Square    F Value    Pr > F
drug                         1      5.86081667      5.86081667       0.36    0.5564
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The GLM Procedure

Dependent Variable: time60

                                        Sum of
Source                      DF         Squares     Mean Square    F Value    Pr > F
Model                        1      33.2526042      33.2526042       3.04    0.0954
Error                       22     240.9266917      10.9512133
Corrected Total             23     274.1792958

R-Square     Coeff Var      Root MSE    time60 Mean
0.121281      17.69935      3.309262       18.69708

Source                      DF       Type I SS     Mean Square    F Value    Pr > F
drug                         1     33.25260417     33.25260417       3.04    0.0954

Source                      DF     Type III SS     Mean Square    F Value    Pr > F
drug                         1     33.25260417     33.25260417       3.04    0.0954
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The GLM Procedure

Dependent Variable: time120

                                        Sum of
Source                      DF         Squares     Mean Square    F Value    Pr > F
Model                        1     255.4537500     255.4537500      18.61    0.0003
Error                       22     301.9571833      13.7253265
Corrected Total             23     557.4109333

R-Square     Coeff Var      Root MSE    time120 Mean
0.458286      28.58252      3.704771        12.96167

Source                      DF       Type I SS     Mean Square    F Value    Pr > F
drug                         1     255.4537500     255.4537500      18.61    0.0003

Source                      DF     Type III SS     Mean Square    F Value    Pr > F
drug                         1     255.4537500     255.4537500      18.61    0.0003
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The next part of the output presents the results from the REPEATED statement.
Not all of these results are important.  We will explain each result and note which ones
are the critical results for interpreting repeated measures.

The part of the results is exceptionally important to review because it lists the
dependent variables and shows the repeated measures factor(s) and level.  ALWAYS
REVIEW THIS PART OF THE OUTPUT.  In the present case, this section of the
output is straightforward, but in more complicated designs with more than one repeated
measures factor, it is easy to misname the factors.  This part of the output will always tell
you whether the dependent variables are being assigned the correct names and lavels for
the repeated measures factor(s).
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The GLM Procedure
Repeated Measures Analysis of Variance

           Repeated Measures Level Information

Dependent Variable       time0   time30   time60  time120

     Level of time           0       30       60      120

The next section of the output gives the correlation matrix for the error terms.  For
the current example, the correlations in this matrix answer the following question—if we
control for the effect of drug, then to what extent do the cort levels of rats at one time
predict their cort levels at another time?  The two-tailed significance level (or p level) is
given below each correlation.

IMPORTANT:  Most of these correlations should be significant.  If they are not,
then it is not necessary to use repeated measures.

NOTE. The abbreviation SSCP stands for sums of squares and cross products.

Partial Correlation Coefficients from the Error SSCP Matrix / Prob > |r|

DF = 22          time0         time30         time60        time120

time0         1.000000       0.533192       0.490158       0.551581
                               0.0088         0.0176         0.0064

time30        0.533192       1.000000       0.428434       0.680891
                0.0088                        0.0414         0.0003

time60        0.490158       0.428434       1.000000       0.609955
                0.0176         0.0414                        0.0020

time120       0.551581       0.680891       0.609955       1.000000
                0.0064         0.0003         0.0020
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The next section of the output gives the correlation matrix for the error term for
the transformed variables.  Hence, “time_1” denotes the linear effect of time; “time_2”,
the quadratic effect; and “time_3”, the cubic effect.  You can ignore this section of the
output.

                    E = Error SSCP Matrix

time_N represents the nth degree polynomial contrast for time

               time_1         time_2         time_3

time_1       119.6415       -26.3373         0.6184
time_2       -26.3373       102.2092         3.1549
time_3         0.6184         3.1549       178.0861

               Partial Correlation Coefficients from the Error SSCP Matrix of the
                 Variables Defined by the Specified Transformation / Prob > |r|

DF = 22         time_1         time_2         time_3

time_1        1.000000      -0.238169       0.004237
                               0.2738         0.9847

time_2       -0.238169       1.000000       0.023385
                0.2738                        0.9157

time_3        0.004237       0.023385       1.000000
                0.9847         0.9157
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The next section presents the results of tests (termed sphericity tests) on the
assumptions of the repeated measures ANOVA.  There are two tests, one on the
transformed variables (the linear, quadratic, and cubic time variables in this case) and the
second on orthogonal (i.e., uncorrelated) components.  In the present case, but yield
identical results but this will not always be the situation.

IMPORTANT.  The test on the orthogonal components should always be
examined.  If the assumptions of the repeated measures ANOVA hold, then the chi-
square for this test should be small and the p value high (i.e., greater than .05).  Here, the
chi-square is 2.97 with 5 df and the p value of .70.  Hence, these results suggest that the
assumptions are met.
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Sphericity Tests

                                   Mauchly's
Variables                    DF    Criterion    Chi-Square    Pr > ChiSq

Transformed Variates          5    0.8664596     2.9703188        0.7046
Orthogonal Components         5    0.8664596     2.9703188        0.7046
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The next part of the output may or may not be important, depending on what the
sphericity test suggests about the assumptions.  This section gives the results of a
multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA).

IMPORTANT.  The MANOVA results are always valid irrespective of whether
the repeated measures assumptions hold.  Hence, even if the sphericity test on the
orthogonal components is significant, then one can always interpret and report the
MANOVA results.

Four different statistics are generally used to test hypotheses in MANOVA, and
they are given by the four rows starting with “Wilks’ Lambda” and ending with “Roy’s
Greatest Root.”  Each of these four statistics have associated F values, df for the
numerator and denominator of the F, and a p value.  In some cases (illustrated here in the
present example), the F statistic is exact and all four MANOVA statistics give the same
result.  In other cases, the F statistic may be approximated, in which case the four
MANOVA statistics can have different F values.  Here, it is suggested that you interpret
the Wilks’ Lambda (λ) statistic.

The section of output below tests the null hypothesis of no “time” effect.  It asks
whether the four means for the four time points can be “picked out of the same hat of
means.”  Because the F is high and the p value is small, we conclude from these results
that there are indeed significant differences means at the four time points.

Manova Test Criteria and Exact F Statistics for the Hypothesis of no time Effect
                       H = Type III SSCP Matrix for time
                             E = Error SSCP Matrix
                              S=1    M=0.5    N=9

Statistic                        Value    F Value    Num DF    Den DF    Pr > F

Wilks' Lambda               0.10072638      59.52         3        20    <.0001
Pillai's Trace              0.89927362      59.52         3        20    <.0001
Hotelling-Lawley Trace      8.92788631      59.52         3        20    <.0001
Roy's Greatest Root         8.92788631      59.52         3        20    <.0001

The section of output below tests the null hypothesis of no “time*drug” effect.  It asks the
same question as an interaction effect in ANOVA—does a plot of the four means for
RU28318 have the same shape as a plot of the four vehicle means?  Because the F is high
and its p value much less than .05, we conclude that the shape of the four RU28318
means differ significant from that of the four vehicle means.

Manova Test Criteria and Exact F Statistics for the Hypothesis of no time*drug Effect
                       H = Type III SSCP Matrix for time*drug
                                E = Error SSCP Matrix

                                 S=1    M=0.5    N=9

Statistic                        Value    F Value    Num DF    Den DF    Pr > F

Wilks' Lambda               0.24301117      20.77         3        20    <.0001
Pillai's Trace              0.75698883      20.77         3        20    <.0001
Hotelling-Lawley Trace      3.11503726      20.77         3        20    <.0001
Roy's Greatest Root         3.11503726      20.77         3        20    <.0001
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The next section of the output gives the results of what many statisticians refer to
as the “univariate repeated measures ANOVA.”  This refers to a special mathematical
simplification of the ANOVA design that usually results in increased statistical power.
The SAS output begins with a straightforward test of all of the between-subjects factors.
Because there is only one between-subjects factor in this case (drug), there is only one F
test.  It asks whether the overall mean for RU28318 differs significantly from the overall
mean of vehicle.  The test here is of marginal significance.
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The GLM Procedure
Repeated Measures Analysis of Variance
Tests of Hypotheses for Between Subjects Effects

Source                      DF     Type III SS     Mean Square    F Value    Pr > F

drug                         1     144.7959375     144.7959375       4.09    0.0555
Error                       22     779.3691583      35.4258708

The next section of output tests hypothesis about the within-subjects factors
(“time” in this example) and whether the within-subjects factors differ as a function of
the between-subjects factors (the “time*drug” effect).  These effects have the same
interpretation as the MANOVA effects previously stated.  However, they use different
mathematics to test the hypotheses.

IMPORTANT.  The table here resembles that of an ANOVA with one major
exception.  The univariate repeated measures ANOVA presents two different adjustments
of the p levels for the F ratio.  Both adjustments alter the p level by the extent to which
the assumptions of the repeated measures ANOVA are violated.  The first adjustment is
given by the Greenhouse-Geisser epsilon (ε) and its adjusted p value is presented under
the column labeled “G – G.”   The second adjustment is the Huynh-Feldt episilon (ε) and
its p level is given in the column labeled “H – F.”  .  If the assumptions are met, then both
epsilons should be close to 1 and the adjusted p levels should differ little from the
nominal p level.
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The GLM Procedure
Repeated Measures Analysis of Variance
Univariate Tests of Hypotheses for Within Subject Effects

                                                                          Adj Pr > F
Source           DF    Type III SS    Mean Square   F Value   Pr > F    G - G    H - F

time              3    799.7883708    266.5961236     44.00   <.0001   <.0001   <.0001
time*drug         3    280.3912375     93.4637458     15.42   <.0001   <.0001   <.0001
Error(time)      66    399.9368917      6.0596499

Greenhouse-Geisser Epsilon    0.9211
Huynh-Feldt Epsilon           1.1145
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The final section of the output gives the results of the transformations of the
dependent variables.  For each of the transformed variables (the linear, quadratic, and
cubic effect of time in this example), the hypothesis that the mean equals 0 is tested.  For
the present transformation, this is not particularly informative, but it can be useful for
other types of transformations.

The other hypotheses consist of all the between-subjects factors in the model.  For
example, the F ratio for the drug effect for the variable “time_1” tests whether the slope
of a straight line placed through the four vehicle means equals the slope of the line placed
through the four RU28318 means.  Here, the p value is .08 suggesting a trend towards a
different slope.  For the quadratic effect (“time_2”), the result is highly significant for
drug.  This implies that the “bend” suggesting an inverted U-shaped relationship for the
four vehicle means is really different from the “bend” for the four RU28318 means.
There is no evidence that the two drugs differ in a cubic term.

IMPORTANT.  When there is a significant interaction involving a between-
subjects and within-subjects effect, then the transformed variables assist in interpreting
where that interaction is important.  To illustrate, the present example showed a
significant “time*drug” effect, and the analysis of the transformed variables suggest that
the four means for vehicle have a stronger inverted U-shape that the means for RU28318.
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The GLM Procedure
Repeated Measures Analysis of Variance
Analysis of Variance of Contrast Variables

time_N represents the nth degree polynomial contrast for time

Contrast Variable: time_1

Source                      DF     Type III SS     Mean Square    F Value    Pr > F

Mean                         1      46.8365744      46.8365744       8.61    0.0077
drug                         1      18.4437868      18.4437868       3.39    0.0791
Error                       22     119.6415217       5.4382510

Contrast Variable: time_2

Source                      DF     Type III SS     Mean Square    F Value    Pr > F

Mean                         1     709.0221364     709.0221364     152.61    <.0001
drug                         1     250.3854870     250.3854870      53.89    <.0001
Error                       22     102.2092473       4.6458749

Contrast Variable: time_3

Source                      DF     Type III SS     Mean Square    F Value    Pr > F

Mean                         1      43.9296600      43.9296600       5.43    0.0294
drug                         1      11.5619637      11.5619637       1.43    0.2448
Error                       22     178.0861227       8.0948238
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Example Write Up.

Results
Figure 1 depicts plasma corticosterone levels as a function of drug for all animals

at the four time points.  Groups means (plus/minus one standard error of the mean) are
also presented.  The plot, along with ANOVAs performed separately for each time point),
suggest that administration of RU28318 prior to restraint resulted in higher plasma
corticosterone levels at initial placement into restraint (F(1,22) = 10.45, p < .004) and
120 minutes into restraint (F(1,22) = 18.61, p = .0003).  Differences were not significant
at 30 minutes (F(1,22) = 0.36, p = .56) nor at 60 minutes (F(1,22) = 3.04, p = .10) after
restraint.

These results were confirmed by a repeated measures ANOVA.  Although there
was only marginal evidence for an overall effect of drug (F1,22) = 4.09, p = .056), there
was a highly significant interaction of drug by time (F(3,66) = 15.42, p < .0001).  The
significance of this interaction was due to differences in the quadratic term between
RU28318 and controls over time (F(1,22) = 53.89, p < .0001).  The two groups did not
differ in either the linear or the cubic terms over time.

Together, these results suggest that there is a twofold effect of RU28318 on
corticosterone.  The first is to create a tonic increase in levels of plasma corticosterone
that begins very soon after injection and lasts for at least two hours.  The second effect is
to blunt the phasic corticosterone response to stress.  Instead of increasing corticosterone
levels in stressed animals, RU28318 seems to result in high—but constant—levels of the
steroid following stress.


